Rumors of "The Republic" -- What It Means, Actually.

By Anna Von Reitz

Regarding the "Republic" and its "return to a gold standard" and other rumors ----this is all "internal domestic" reshuffling of the "United States" and its corporations. Strictly speaking has nothing to do with us or with our states of the Union.

Think of it this way--- you hire a lawn care company to take care of your grass and hedges and tree trimming, etc., They incorporate (1868) ---- no big deal so far as you are concerned. They spud off some subsidiaries (municipal governments, 1878)---- and again, no big deal in your view. Who cares how the lawn care company decides to organize itself, so long as the work gets done at a price you can afford? Right?

The problem has been that we let them run wild and do whatever they wanted for so long, they began to think that they were the beneficial owners of the whole shebang. Some cretins (Clintons, Bushes) made deals and deceived other countries about their status and their ownership interests---- made agreements to sell off assets that actually belong to us, etc.--- in our names while pretending to represent us.

So now under Trump's guidance, they are reshuffling again and dusting off their laurels and the old names and their red-white-blue bunting and they are making some really needful changes in the way their corporations have been operating and that is all to the good. Long overdue. A big relief.

Unfortunately, some other countries who have also been bamboozled and swindled by earlier administrations going all the way back to the Civil War are angry, cheated, and upset. And I don't blame them. Amends have to be made, and who is going to make them? Not us--- we have been the victims and been bamboozled ourselves. Not the other countries--- they shouldn't have to take losses because of criminals misrepresenting themselves as our agents and representatives.

And that is where it stands.

We have worked out a means of gradually erasing all world debt. It may take ten years, but we can do it without hurting anyone. At the same time, we can introduce a new "mixed" global economy based on actual asset-backed currencies and asset-backed credit securities. And people all over the world can enjoy a higher standard of living while we are doing it.
So there is a Win-Win Option on the table for everyone concerned. Nobody goes home hungry. Nobody is cheated--- including us. Nobody has to die to raise money. (See "How Insurance Fraud Funds "Your" Government(s")

It is in that arena that I am active--- letting other governments know what has happened and where the actual American states and people stand, and that is, no, we aren't letting Secondary Creditors come in here and claim our assets as "abandoned property" and no, we aren't assuming the odious debts that these animals have racked up and tried to foist off on us, either--- but we do have sympathy with other victims and we have ways and means to end the fraud and balance the books in a way that benefits everyone.

So let's make nice and do what has to be done in justice for all.
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